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Go back to the days of big hair, bright colors, amazing music and unforgettable films of the ‘80s – all for a great cause.

Get your best ‘80s attire ready to party like it’s 1985 all over again for High Street’s “Livin’ in the 80s” fundraiser to benefit the Leukemia and
Lymphoma Society of Arizona from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. on May 26 at Fountain Court on High Street. It's time to ditch the smartphones and have
fun with Rubix cubes, PacMan, Wayfarer sunglasses, boomboxes, lots of neon and more -- all for a great cause!

Located off the intersection of Loop 101 and SR 51 in North Phoenix, High Street is the Valley’s newest and hottest entertainment district that is
easily accessible from every corner of the metropolitan area.

Take a selfie with a Ghostbuster, or the rad Ghostbusters or Knight Rider cars, and jam to classic ‘80s music from the Rock Lobster Band and
other special '80s guest musicians. Enjoy delicious food and cocktails provided by High Street restaurants, and try your hand at some fantastic
raffle prizes throughout the evening.

All proceeds from the event will directly benefit the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society Arizona Chapter in their fight to find a cure to leukemia,
lymphoma, Hodgkin’s disease and myeloma, while improving the quality of life of patients and their families. Video features and hip ‘80s
throwback memorabilia will also be on display.

“I pity the fool who isn’t down with a great ‘80s party for an even greater cause,” said Leslie Himley, Vice President of Marketing and
Communications for High Street and one of the organizers of the event. Team Cure-saders is producing the event as part of Himley’s
candidacy for LLS’s Woman of the Year Award to raise money for the organization. “Life moves fast. If you don't stop and look around once in
a while, you can miss it. So get your big hair on and get over to High Street on May 26.”

Individual tickets to High Street’s “Livin’ in the 80s” party are $100 in advance, or $120 at the door. Sponsorships are also available. 

For more information or to purchase tickets to the event, please visit www.highstreetaz.com/80s. 

High Street offers a fantastic array of shopping, dining, attractions and services that are sure to make for an unforgettable night out or a
productive day of shopping and indulging.

Here is a full list of restaurants, stores, services and attractions to enjoy at High Street:

DINING
Blue Martini
Cowboys Saloon
Firehouse Subs
Growler USA*
Kona Grill
La Bocca Wine Bar & Urban Kitchen
Mellow Mushroom
Modern Margarita
Mojo Yogurt & Coffee
Ocean Prime

ATTRACTIONS
Rick Bronson’s – House of Comedy
Pinspiration
Torch Cigar Bar*

SHOPPING
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42 Saint
ABODE Fine Living
Almond Tree Wedding Boutique
LensCrafters
Sprouts Express Market
Tea2Go

SERVICES
Aspire Salon & Spa
AZ Body Mechanics
AZ Vacation Rentals
Barbershop Jack
Fuchsia Spa
M3V Nail Bar
Primp and Blow “A Blow Dry Bar”

* = Coming Soon
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